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Abstract
Consider the system Fix) = 1'1/)) where F is unknown. vVc examine the possibility of learning the
operator F inductively, drawing analogies with idetk,)
from clthssical computational learning.
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Taking our analogy a little further, we may consider the situation in quantum computation in which
we do not know the operator F and thus would like
to hypothesize an operator
such that
F. If
we arc to continue the analogy, this hypothesis step
requires the availability of a set S of "functional" examples and some learning algorithm that uses S to
produce
The remainder of this paper will discuss
this idea, explore what the set S might consist of,
and discuss a proposal for an algorithm for learning
quantum operators.
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Introduction

The field of quantum computation views computation th'S effected by the time evolution of a physical
system, usually described mathematically th'S

Fix) = 1'1))

(1)

where Ix) represents the initial state of the system,
F the system's (unitary) evolutioIl) and I'll}) the final
state of the system. From a computational point of
view) we might say that Ix) is the input to a "function" F and that I'll}) is the output of that function.
In other words, we might draw a mathematical analogy between Eq. (1) and
(2)

The field of (clth'SSical) computational learning
deals with the situation where we do not know the
function f but instead have only a set P of example functional points of the form (J;,U) such that
f(J;) = u· The challenge is to find a learning algorithm that uses these functional examples to hypothesize a function g such that g f (g approximates
f). In other words, the learning algorithm takes P
th'S input and returns g ttS output. The relationship
g
f may be defined in many ways. For example,
we might say that g ~ f if 'h:(lg(,,) - f(")1 < c) for
some suitably small f; or we might say that g
f
if3A(g(a) = f(a). a E A.IAI > n) for some suitably
defined'll. In any cttse, much of the field of computational learning involves discovering how we can
suitably hypothesize the function g.
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Quantum Learning

From the preceding discussion it appears that the
most natural candidate for examples in the quantum
setting is a pair of quantum states (Ix), I'll})), where
I'll}) is the result of the operator F operating on Ix).
Given a set of such pairs and a random (unitary)
operator
we would like to di~cov~:' an aJ170rithm
A that will iteratively produce aI, a'2, ..., an such
that
F.
One well-known clttssicallearning algorithm is the
delta learning rule used in some implementations of
neural networks. The bttsic idea is to evaluate a neuraJ network using an example input and compare
the network's output with that of the target output. The weights of the network are then adjusted
so that the output will more closely approximate
the target. A similar concept can be developed ttS a
simple learning algorithm for quantum operators.
Given a set of quantum examples, S
{(Ix),. I'll)),)} and a random initial (unitary) operator GO, the algorithm proceeds ttS in Fig. L First,
the operator
is applied to the quantum state Ix)
and the result is compared to the target state I'll}).
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an
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(3)

The operator

a is then updated according to the
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qualify the relationship g ...... f. Similarly, we will be
interested in how well Ggeneralizes to new quantum
states.
A quantum state can be thought of tk'S a vector
in a Hilbert space, and a quantum operator ttS simply a description of a rotation in that Hilbert space.
Therefore, the algorithm presented here is simply
using a set of vector pairs ttS a partial description of
how such a rotation should be performed. The pertinent question is whether the algorithm produces an
operator that describes parsimonious rotation in the
Hilbert space, such that new vectors are rotated in a
way that may be described tiS interesting, or useful
or n1ttsonable. In the simple example above, learning the Hadamard transform would certainly qualify
tiS interesting, useful and n1tisonable, and therefore
we can say at letist that the algorithm generalizes
well for some problems.
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Conclusion

In the newly emerging field of quantum computational intelligence, approaches to date have concentrated on implementing intelligent algorithms using
quantum computation [1] [4] or on modeling intelligent systems using quantum d:ynamics [2]. In other
words, they have tried to produce quantum operators that affect quantum systems in such a way ttS
may be characterized tiS intelligent. Here we have
taken a different tact entirely, attempting to apply a
clttssical approach to learning to the quantum realm.
Therefore, instead of trying to produce quantum algorithms that mimic or exhibit or explain intelligent behavior, we have produced an (in fact clttssical!) computational intelligence approach to producing quantum operators. The algorithm described
here can be thought of ttS a delta rule for learning
quantum operators.
The matrix representation of a quantum operator
grows e"Al)OIlCntially with the size of the ttssociated
Hilbert space. There are at lettst two approaches to
addressing this problem. One obvious possibility is
the development of a quantum version of the algorithm. In other words, we might solve the problem
by producing quantum operators for implementing
an algorithm for learning quantum operators. For
example, one could consider using density matrices
ttS representations of the operator to be learned and
then manipulating the quantum system described by
the density matrix. Another possibility for addressing the tractability issue is the decomposition of the
problem of learning general unitary operators into
a problem of learning a series of elementary unitary

operators. Related work in this area htis been done
on decomposing a general operator into a sequence
of elementary operators [3]. If, in fact, the problem
can be effectively decomposed, then the clttssical version of the learning algorithm presented here will be
sufficient. Finally, learning theoretic properties of
the algorithm need to be explored. These include,
for example, convergence properties, upper bounds
on number of examples required, and quantification
of the relationship G.. . . F.
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